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Historic Geology and Stratigrafy of India by
Dr. Ravindra Kumar ntxt) or view presentation
slides on the Internet. Now is the time to use

the available opportunities and get the
necessary amount of knowledge in a very
convenient and accessible form. At our

seminar, we will once again dwell on several
important issues: 1. What is petrography? 2.
Where does the name of the mineral come

from? 3. What are the main indicators of the
mineral can be determined using petrographic

analysis? 4. What is the basis for the qualitative
and quantitative analysis of rocks? 5. What

makes it possible to determine a solid solution?
6. How do rocks form in the soil? 7. How does
the formation of rocks of the earth's crust? As a

result of the seminar, its participants will be
able to: - learn a lot about limestone, dolomite,

granite, shale, basalt, sandstone, granite and
other rocks; - gain knowledge about the
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structure and history of the formation of the
earth's crust, which will allow further study of
the geology of the native land; What to expect

at the seminar: Lesson 1: Introduction to
petrography In this lesson, we will get

acquainted with minerals, their crystal structure
and properties. For example, we will find out
which mineral is called halite and under what
conditions it is formed in nature, why halite is
used, what role halogen elements play in the
earth's crust and its constituent rocks. At the

end of the lesson, you will learn what
petrophysical studies of rocks are and how

quantitative and qualitative indicators of rocks
are determined. The main objectives of the

lesson: To develop ideas about the structures
and structure of rocks, which will help to

penetrate deeper into the essence of
petrography; To develop the ability to

understand the main petrographic indicators,
designate the main minerals according to their

main feature, compare them and draw
conclusions. Subject: Description of mineral

groups. The group of mineral compounds is the
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structure, basic properties, composition and
formula of complex compounds that form

rocks. THEME: What minerals borders and
forms their compounds, what are their physical
and chemical properties? Synonym: Denotes:
Kranz Erlandswerda A set of minerals similar

in their structure, structure and formula of their
compounds, as well as in their physico-

chemical properties, is called minerals, in
contrast to minerals belonging to different

mineral species. Mineral type can be
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